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Sammanfattning 
Den dominerande avverkningsmetoden i svenskt skogsbruk baseras på en kombination av 
skördare och skotare där skördaren fäller, kvistar och kapar trädet till stockar och lägger dessa i 
högar, medan skotaren transporterar stockarna till ett avlägg för vidare transport. 

Detta examensarbete handlar om utveckling av en dynamisk simuleringsmodell av en skotare. 
Syftet är att i ett första steg utveckla en integrerad skotarmodell i MATLAB / SimMechanics för 
att möjliggöra studier av fordonsdynamik och utveckling av aktiv dämpning. Skotarmodellen 
bygger på ett koncept där pendelarmar utgör kopplingen mellan hjul och chassi. Aktiv dämpning 
har utvecklats och implementerats i simuleringsmodellen, och jämförts med passiv dämpning. 

I ett första steg har en integrerad skotarmodell inkluderande hjul-mark kontakt och testbana 
utvecklats. Den förenklade skotarmodellen består av en stelkroppsmodell med ett fjäder-dämpar 
system mellan chassi och pendelarmar. Hjul-mark modellen beräknar reaktionskrafter, friktion 
mot market samt framdrivande kraft. Testbanemodellen är en förenklad modell av den verkliga 
testbana som Skogforsk använder. Framdrivande hjulmoment regleras för att hastighetsreglera 
skotaren. Simuleringsresultaten visar att modellen fungerar väl i syfte att studera skotarens 
dynamiska beteende i ojämn terräng. 

I ett andra steg, har den passiva hjulupphängningen ersatts med en kombinerad passiv och aktiv 
dämpning för att minska oönskade vibrationer. Jämförelsen av de två systemen visar på att den 
kombinerade passiva och aktiva upphängningssystemet kan minska vissa vibrationer, men en 
mer avancerad reglerstrategi krävs för att erhålla bättre prestanda. Det huvudsakliga målet med 
arbetet var att utveckla en väl fungerande simuleringsmiljö inkluderade skotare, hjul-mark 
kontakt samt testbana. Detta mål har uppnåtts. 

Vidare har ett grafiskt användargränssnitt (GUI), utvecklats för att göra simuleringsmodellen 
mer användarvänlig och modulär, och möjliggöra enklare anpassning av modellparametrar.
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Abstract 
The predominant forestry harvesting method is based on the harvester-forwarder method, the 
harvester folds, branches and cuts trees, and sorts the logs into piles, while a forwarder transports 
the logs to a landing area. 

This master thesis work is about realization of a dynamic forwarder simulation model, and its 
purpose is to provide an integrated forwarder simulation model in MATLAB/SimMechanics 
where the forwarder is based on a concept using pendulum arms to connect wheels and chassis. 
Active suspension control is developed and implemented into the simulation model, and finally 
compared in simulation with passive suspension.  

In a first step, an integrated forwarder simulation model is developed, containing a simplified 
forwarder model, a tire-to-ground interaction model and a test track model. The simplified 
forwarder model is based a rigid multi-body system with a spring-damper suspension of the 
pendulum arms. The tire-to-ground interaction model calculates the reaction forces, friction from 
the ground and applies the propulsion force. The test track model is a simplified version of the 
real test track in Skogforsk. The propulsion wheel torque control is used to regulate the 
forwarder speed. The simulation results indicate that the model works properly to show dynamic 
properties when the forwarder is driven on uneven terrain.  

In a second step, the original passive suspension system is replaced with a combined passive and 
active suspension system proposed in this master thesis in order to reduce undesired dynamics. 
The comparison shows that the combined passive and active suspension system can reduce some 
of the undesired dynamics. However some more advanced strategy is required for better 
performance. The main aim of the thesis was to develop the simulation model including the 
forwarder, a general test track and the tire to ground interaction. This aim has been achieved. 

Additionally, a graphical user interface (GUI) is developed for making the simulation model 
more user-friendly and modular, enabling the user to easily adjust model parameters. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

Here are the Notations and Abbreviations that are used in this master thesis work. 

Notations 

Symbol Description 

rF  Ground reaction force ( ) 

fF  Friction ( )  

dF  Propulsion force ( ) 

wF  Self-weight ( ) 

n  Plane normal vector 

d  Contact vector 

deform  Deflection vector 

lk  Linear spring stiffness ( / ) 

lc  Linear damper coefficient ( ∙ / ) 

v  Speed ( / ) 

  Friction coefficient 

r  Radius ( ) 

pA  Regulation piston area ( ) 

pX  Regulation piston displacement ( ) 

vk  Servo valve gain 

qk  Flow gain 

i  Current ( ) 

J                               Inertia ( ∙ ) 

n  Gear ratio 

B  Viscous friction coefficient 

P  Pressure ( ) 

D  Hydraulic motor displacement volume ( / ) 

T  Torque ( ) 

tk  Torsional spring stiffness ( / ) 

tc  Torsional damper coefficient ( ∙ / ) 

  Pitch angle ( ) 
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  Roll angle ( ) 

y  Vertical displacement ( ) 

h  Ground irregularity in vertical direction ( ) 

Abbreviations 

CAD Computer Aided Design 

DOF Degree of freedom 

RMS Root Mean Square 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter describes the background, purpose, limitations and methods in this master thesis 
work, and provides a brief overview of the thesis. 

1.1 Background 
The predominant forestry harvesting method is based on the harvester-forwarder method, the 
CTL-method (Cut to Length). The harvester folds, branches and cut trees in piles, while a 
forwarder transporting logs to a landing area (Forest Technology Academy Master Thesis School, 
2011). And in the master thesis school in previous year, another master thesis project has been 
performed mainly focus on modeling the ride comfort of a forwarder (Cheng Cheng, 2011) in a 
2-D model. It is particularly important to increase machine productivity as well as reduce 
vibration doses.  

A forwarder simulation model in MATLAB/SimMechanics could help analysis the dynamic 
properties of forwarder such as the vibration in longitudinal, lateral and vertical directions, and 
forwarder’s roll, pitch and yaw motion. For next step, some control strategies could be applied to 
that model to reduce vibration and motion which are undesired. Finally the forwarder simulation 
model would be beneficial to manufactures for evaluating of different design principles. 

1.2 Purpose 
The purpose of this master thesis work is to develop an integrated forwarder simulation 3-D 
model in MATLAB/SimMechanics, which is based on a concept of forwarder design using 
pendulum arms to connect tires and chassis rather than normal bogie.  

In the first place, an integrated forwarder simulation model is supposed to be developed in 
MATLAB/SimMechanics, which contains a simplified forwarder model, a Tire-Terrain-
Interaction model and a test track model. This integrated model shall work in a fairly realistic 
way for showing forwarder dynamic properties when is driven on uneven roads. 

The simplified forwarder model based on the concept of pendulum arm is supposed to be 
developed in MATLAB/SimMechanics, which contains a passive suspension system. The tire-
terrain-interaction is supposed to be modelled in a sufficient way, which is neither excessively 
sophisticated for implementation in MATLAB/SimMechanics nor too simple so that being 
unrealistic. The test track model developed in MATLAB/SimMechanics is supposed to be easy 
for implementation.  

For the second step, an active suspension system working parallel to the passive suspension is 
supposed to be proposed, which could make effort reduce forwarder’s undesired motions. 

Finally a graphical user interface (GUI) is supposed to be developed for making the simulation 
model more user-friendly and modular, which integrates some plot functionalities and would 
enable the user to adjust model parameters. 

1.3 Delimitations 
In this master thesis report, the following delimitations are defined: 

1. The simulation model only refers to a simplified forwarder model, which contains 2 chassis 
(front and rear), 6 pendulum arms connecting chassis and tire, 6 tires and a frame which 
connects the front and rear chassis. 
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2. In the forwarder simulation model, different components are simplified but still be sufficient 
to reflect the dynamic properties with respect to reality. 

3. The terrain model in this master thesis work is simplified compared with the test track in 
Skogforsk, containing at most one same-shape-bump in both left and right path. And the 
bump is modelled with 2 flat planes rather than 2 flat planes and a curve plane between them 
in the real case. 

4. For axes, due to the default definition from MATLAB/SimMechanics, they are defined as 
following: longitudinal direction is defined as x-axis, vertical direction is defined as y-axis, 
and lateral direction is defined as z-axis. Rotational motion around longitudinal axis is 
defined as roll, rotational motion around vertical axis is defined as yaw, and rotational 
motion around lateral axis is defined as pitch. 

1.4 Method 
Based on a concept of forwarder design which uses pendulum arms to connect chassis and tire, a 
simplified whole forwarder model was developed in MATLAB/SimMechanics, whose mass 
properties are calculated from Autodesk/Inventor program.  

After the model’s parameters are configured, the Tire-Terrain-Interaction was modelled in a 
sufficient way, being able to show the forwarder’s dynamic properties when is driven on some 
test track. The test track which is modelled in this master thesis work is a simplification of the 
real test track in Skogforsk. 

For the next step, in order to reduce forwarder’s vibration, and roll, pitch and yaw motion, an 
active suspension system and its control strategy is designed, which could help reduce those 
target motions. 

Finally, a Graphical User Interface (GUI) in MATLAB is made to achieve the user-friendship 
and modularization of the model, enabling the user to adjust the model parameters.  

1.5 Thesis Overview 
The background and purposes are presented in Chapter 1, and the literature review is performed 
in Chapter 2. 

In Chapter 3, an integrated forwarder simulation model is described, including a simplified 
forwarder model in MATLAB/SimMechanics, a test track model, and Tire-Terrain-Interaction 
model. In Chapter 4, the integrated forwarder simulation is configured, and simulation results are 
presented. 

In Chapter 5, an active suspension system has been proposed together with its control strategy, 
and a simple case is studied. The results of the integrated forwarder simulation model with 
purely passive suspension system against active suspension system are compared in Chapter 6, 
and a brief analysis is performed as well. 

In Chapter 7, the conclusions and recommendations of this master thesis work are presented.  
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2 FRAME OF REFERENCE 

In this chapter, a literature review is performed, which contains some interested areas mainly 
focused on in this master thesis work.  

2.1 Forestry Industry and Technology 
Since the topic of this master thesis work is realization of a forwarder simulation model, it is 
necessary to investigate the related forestry industry and technology, as a broad background 
study.  

The predominant forestry industry harvesting method is based on the harvester-forwarder 
corporation solution, that the harvester folds, branches and cut trees into piles, while a forwarder 
transporting logs to a loading landing area (Forest Technology Academy Master Thesis School, 
2011).  

There are several interested research areas within the forestry technology, i.e. soil-tire-interaction 
research, whole body vibration research and reduction, forwarder-harvester productivity research 
and so on etc. 

Due to the intensive and durative whole body vibration (WBV) that forwarder operators are 
exposed to during work time, they have a higher potential to get some health problems, some 
research has been performed on this area, trying to investigate the source of vibration, estimate 
the health risk, and propose some prevention strategies against the vibration (Börje Rehn, Ronnie 
Lundström et al, 2005).  

For minimizing the sum of road construction plus forwarding costs with the constraint that rut 
depth, some models are developed considering road spacing, forwarder trail spacing, forwarder 
size and so on(A.E.Akay, J.Sessions et al, 2006). And in order to improve the productivity of 
harvester-forwarder cooperation, some researches have been performed, concentrating on 
predicting individual machine productivity over time for harvester and forwarder (J.F. McNeel, 
D.Rutherford, 1994) and so on. 

2.2 Modeling Vehicle in MATLAB/SimMechanics 
The main software that is used in this master thesis work is MATLAB/SimMechanics, which is a 
toolbox under MATLAB/Simulink/Simscape. MATLAB/SimMechanics is a useful tool for 
modeling and analyzing mechanical systems, since it doesn’t require any theoretical equations 
for modeling, instead uses different blocks representing bodies with correspond mass properties, 
joints, constraints, drivers, sensors and force elements (MATLAB, 2011a). And due to the close 
relationship between MATLAB/SimMechanics and MATLAB/Simulink, it is relatively 
straightforward to implement control to the MATLAB/SimMechanics model. 

In order to model vehicle in MATLAB/SimMechanics, there are 2 ways achieving that. The first 
approach is to build the mechanical system directly in MATLAB/SimMechanics, with 
components provided by it, and further the analysis could be performed based on the self-built 
model (Wilem-Jan Evers, Igo Besselink et al, 2009). The generated vehicle model based on this 
approach could be highly useful for some projects aiming to develop a student race car, as 
Formula Student, in which the vehicle’s parameters like spring stiffness and damper coefficient 
could be configured and adjusted, and control strategy like steering control could be examined as 
well (B.A.J. de Jong, 2004). And because of the high integration ability provided by 
MATALB/SimMechanics, it is quite straightforward to integrate some existing tire models into 
the vehicle model built in MATLAB/SimMechanics (Besselink, I.J.M, 2006.) 
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On the other hand, instead of building the mechanical model in MATLAB/SimMechanics 
manually, it is also possible to translate a CAD model into MATLAB/SimMechanics, and then 
the control functionality could be implemented directly towards the model transported from 
CAD programs (Jan Danek, Arkadiy Turevskiy et al, 2007). However, some detailed information 
about the model might be missed, since the CAD program calculates the coordinate systems and 
mass properties automatically. 

2.3 Tire-Terrain-Interaction 
The Tire-Terrain-Interaction model is one core functionality of this master thesis work, which is 
the first step of modeling the dynamic properties when a forwarder passes over some uneven 
tracks.  

There are several different ways to model the Tire-Terrain-Interaction relationship, like point 
contact, roller contact, fixed footprint, radial spring, flexible ring and finite element (P.W.A. 
Zegelaar,1998, and Löfgren Björn, 1992).  

 

Figure 1 Different Tire Modeling Methods (Zegelaar, 1998) 

Since the point contact method is the easiest one for application, some research has been 
performed based on that (Cheng Cheng, 2011 and Löfgren Björn, 1992), showing that this is a 
useful method to be implemented, but less accuracy as well. And the roller contact and fixed 
footprint contact model methods are some evaluation of the point contact method, showing the 
improved performance for representing the Tire-Terrain-Interaction reality, but still remains 
quite limited. 

Regarding radial spring model, flexible ring, and finite element model, which are highly 
complicated since a lot of parameters are consisting, some existing models, i.e. Fiala Model, 
PAC2002 Tire Model, Pacejka 89 and 94 Tire Model, FTire Tire Model and so on, have already 
been developed for different usages and software environments. However, those models are 
mainly designed for implementing into ADAMS programs with distinguished background 
interfaces. Since the interfaces and intensive calculation load, those advanced tire models are 
hard to implement into MATLAB/SimMechanics environment. 

With the above methods, the tire dynamic properties due to several excitations could be analyzed 
theoretically, of which are due to brake torque variations (P.W.A.Zegelaar, H.B. Pacejka, 1997), 
uneven roads (P.W.A.Zegelaar, H.B. Pacejka, 1995), and so on. 

However, the purpose of this master thesis is to model the Tire-Terrain-Interaction in an 
effective simplified way, which is neither excessively to be implemented, but should be fairly 
realistic as well. Therefore, one research that intends to model Tire-Terrain-Interaction 
relationship in MATLAB/SimMechanics (Shen Bin, Zhan Yan, 2009) is preferred, which is an 
evaluated point contact tire model method. 

In this method, the tire is treated as rigid but the contact is modeled as a combination of spring 
and damper in parallel, and the leaning dynamics of tire is neglected since the force are only 
calculated in longitudinal and vertical direction, lateral direction is excluded (shown in Figure 2). 
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Figure 2 Principle of the Tire-Terrain-Interaction Model 

As shown in Figure 2, a tire is rolling along fixed line AB


 with constant speed v, and the terrain 
reaction force rF , friction fF , propulsion force dF  and self-weight wF  are applied to the tire. 

The contact CD


 is modeled as a parallel combination of linear spring and damper. 

Since Point A and Point B are fixed, x and y coordinates of those 2 points can be known 
beforehand. On the other hand, the absolute coordinate of tire center O can be obtained from 
MATLAB/SimMechanics sensor block, so that z coordinates of Point A and B can be assigned 
the same as the tire center O. Finally, 3-dimensional coordinates of Point A and Point B are 
obtained as ,( , )x y zA A A O and ,( , )x y zB B B O . 

Assume ABa


, and (0,0, 1) z , then the normal vector 1n  which is perpendicular to the 

plane determined by aand z yields: 

 1  n a z  (2.1) 

And the normalized vector of 1n can be obtained as (2.2): 

 1 1 1/ ( )normen n n  (2.2) 

Define vector OA


 as m , then vector d from tire center O to contact C is obtained in (2.3), and 
same for the normalized vector of ed :  

 1 1( )  d m en en  (2.3) 

 / ( )normed d d  (2.4) 

For next step, the deformation vector deform could be calculated: 

 ( ( )) ( )r norm   deform d ed  (2.5) 

Vectors in equations (2.1) to (2.5) are shown graphically in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3 Vectors in equations (2.1) to (2.5) 

After the deformation vector deform is calculated, it is possible to calculate the reaction force rF

which consists of spring force sF and damper force dF : 

 lk sF deform (2.6) 

 
( )

l

d
c

dt
 d

deform
F  (2.7) 

  r s dF F F  (2.8) 

Where, lk  is linear spring stiffness, N/m; 

 lc   is linear damper coefficient, N*s/m ; 

Based on the ground reaction force calculated above, the friction calculation is presented from 
equation (2.9) to (2.13), and the vectors are shown in Figure 4: 

Since the ground reaction force rF is obtained, it is straightforward to obtain its normal vector: 

 / ( )normr r rnF F F  (2.9) 

Then vector r which is perpendicular to the plane determined by rF and z , indicating the tire 

moving direction can be calculated as following: 

   rr z nF  (2.10) 

The tire center speed vector vcan be obtained from the MATLAB/SimMechanics, therefore the 
component of valong the vector r can be calculated: 

 ( )  rv v r r  (2.11) 

The orientation of rv can be calculated as well, which is assigned to determine the direction of the 

friction: 

 _ / ( )normr r rori v v v  (2.12) 

Finally, the friction force fF  can be obtained in (2.13): 

 ( ) ( _ )norm   f r rF F ori v  (2.13) 

Where,  is the rolling friction coefficient; 
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Figure 4 Vectors in equations (2.9) to (2.13) 

The next step of the Tire-Terrain-Interaction model is to calculate the propulsion force. Since 
each path of the test track from section 3.2 consists of 4 planes, there would be some time during 
the simulation when tire contacts with 2 different planes simultaneously. For the ground reaction 
force and friction generated from different planes, they could be calculated independently, 
however for the propulsion force, it is required to be calculated based on both reaction force 
from each plane when multi-interaction takes place. 

The maximum propulsion force could be applied to the tire center is obtained as (2.14): 

 _ /p totF M r  (2.14) 

Where, M is the propulsion torque, N m ; 

  R  is the tire radius, m; 

And for multi-interaction case, the value of the propulsion force is distributed based on the 
vector length of each plane’s reaction force that applied on the tire respectively, which is an 
approximate propulsion force distribution method. Vectors calculated from equation (2.15) to 
(2.20) are shown in Figure 5. 

 ( ) ( ) ( )norm norm norm r r1 r2F F F  (2.15) 

 _1 _ ( ) / ( )p p totF F norm norm  r1 rF F  (2.16) 

 _ 2 _ ( ) / ( )p p totF F norm norm  r2 rF F  (2.17) 

 _ _1 ( ( / ( )))pF norm  p 1 r1 r1F z F F  (2.18) 

 _ _ 2 ( ( / ( )))pF norm  p 2 r2 r2F z F F  (2.19) 

 _ _ p p 1 p 2F F F  (2.20) 
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Figure 5 Vectors in equations (2.15) to (2.20) 

Finally, the ground reaction force rF , ground friction force fF , and the propulsion force pF  is 

calculated respectively and applied to the tire center. However, since the test track in 
MATLAB/SimMechanics is built by several planes, it is important to determine relative 
positions of the tire center against the boundaries of each plane. This is done by some geometric 
determination as shown in Figure 6. 

 

Figure 6 Geometric determination of tire center relative position against plane 

The relative position of the tire center against the plane are classified into 3 categories, which are 
to the left of the plane, in the plane, and to the right of the plane, The ground reaction force, 
friction force and correspond propulsion will be calculated in condition when the tire is in the 
plane.  

Since this Tire-Terrain-Interaction is user-defined and there is no such existing functionality in 
MATLAB/SimMechanics toolbox to handle it, the solution is to model the interaction outside 
MATLAB/SimMechanics using basic MATLAB m-files to calculate the interested forces based 
on the information obtained from the MATLAB/SimMechanics model.  

Actually, the Interpreted MATLAB Fcn block in MATLAB/Simulink toolbox is assigned to do 
the calculation in Tire-Terrain-Interaction MATLAB/SimMechanics model (Shen Bin, Zhan Yan, 
2009), which takes variables from MATLAB/SimMechanics model as input and the output is 
sent back to that.  

2.4 Active Suspension 
Suspension system is an important part of a forwarder, since it helps to reduce vibration and 
improve driving comfort. There are 3 different types of suspension systems, i.e. passive 
suspension system which only includes passive spring and damper as vibration absorber, semi-
active suspension system which consists of fixed spring but variable damper with different 
damping coefficient, and active suspension in which energy is actively applied to the system by 
some external actuators and usually has several feedback loops for regulation. 
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The advantages of active suspension system can dramatically improve the driving comfort, while 
its disadvantage its high energy consumption (Zheng Xue-chun, Yu Fan et al, 2008). However, 
since the high level of vibration that the forwarder operator exposed to during work, it is still 
worthwhile to implement the active suspension into forwarder.  

Current research about active suspension control mainly focus on modeling a quadric-vehicle’s 
or half vehicle’s dynamic properties duo to road unevenness, and implementing some control 
strategy to reduce the upper body’s vibration (Supavut Chantranuwathana, Huei Peng 2004).  

The actuator for the active suspension system varies from hydraulic cylinders (Supavut 
Chantranuwathana, Huei Peng 2004), to electrical DC motors (Zheng Xue-chun, Yu Fan et al, 
2008), and the control could be as simple as normal PI control (K. Singal and R. Rajamani, 
2011), or as advanced as a two-level control which consists a LPV high-level control and low-
level control based on nonlinear methods like back stepping and feedback linearization (Peter 
Gaspar, Zoltan Szabo et al, 2008). 

2.5 Hydraulic System 
The hydraulic system is the actuator part of the active suspension system, and it could be 
analyzed separately for meeting the system requirements about response time, steady error and 
so on. A typical hydraulic system consists of a hydraulic pump, a control valve and a controller 
has been investigated and the system dynamic properties has been configured, for making 
suitable to be implanted into the active suspension system (C.-S.Kim and C.-O.Lee, 1996). 

A simplified hydraulic pump together with its control valve could be described with following 
equations (C.-S.Kim and C.-O.Lee, 1996). The simplified valve dynamic is shown in (2.21), and 
hydraulic motor dynamic is shown in  

 p p v qA K K i   (2.21) 

Where,  pA is area of regulation piston, 2m ; 

   p is displacement of regulation piston. m ; 

   vK is servo valve gain; 

qK is flow gain; 

i is input current, A ; 

 max
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       (2.22) 

Where,  mJ is inertia of pump, 2kg m ; 

lJ is inertia of load, 2kg m ; 

n is gear ratio; 

B is viscous friction coefficient of motor; 

sP is supply pressure, aP ; 

maxD is max displacement volume of pump, 3 /m rad ; 

max is max displacement of regulating piston, m ; 
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LT is load torque, Nm ; 

cT is friction torque, Nm ; 
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3 INTEGRATED FORWARDER SIMULATION MODEL 

An integrated forwarder simulation model is developed in this chapter. Section 3.1 mainly 
focuses on the mechanical part of the model, and section 3.2 focuses on the test track model, 
while a Tire-Terrain-Interaction mode is presented in section 3.3, finally those three parts are 
combined together in section 3.4. 

3.1 Simplified Forwarder Model 
The simplified forwarder model developed in MATLAB/SimMechanics is based on a concept of 
forwarder design using pendulum arms rather than bogies to connect the tire and chassis. This is 
another way of designing forwarders since there could be some active motion of each pendulum 
arm to compensate the road irregularities.  

In this part, a simplified forwarder model is presented as the first step, then the spring stiffness 
and damper coefficient of the revolute joint connecting chassis and pendulum arm are tuned 
based on critical damping criteria, and the stable distance from chassis to ground is configured. 
The torsional spring and damper located at the revolute joint connecting chassis and pendulum 
arm acts as the passive suspension system for the forwarder. 

3.1.1 General Description 

The simplified forwarder is modeled based on the following assumptions: 

1. The simplified forwarder model only contains the following components: front and rear 
chassis, 6 pendulum arms that connect the chassis and tires, 6 tires and 2 connecting frames 
between front and rear chassis.  

2. All the structural components, like chassis, connecting frame and pendulum arms are 
assumed to be rigid and the deformation is not in consideration. 

3. The mass properties of different components are calculated and obtained from 
Autodesk/Inventor. However, tire’s mass properties are obtained from previous projects. 

4. The mass properties of the connecting frame between front and rear chassis are set to be 
extremely little so that could be neglected, since the main interest of this simplified 
forwarder model remains in the chassis, pendulum arms and tires, not the connecting frame. 

5. In this stage, each tire is connected to ground with a prismatic joint which can move along 
the longitudinal direction at the contact point. Later the joint connect tire and ground will be 
further developed.  

The above assumption may reduce the accuracy of the forwarder simulation result to some extent, 
however as in the first stage, it is quite important to establish the principle of the model, and 
ensure it works in a reasonable manner, then some further evaluation work could be performed 
to achieve higher accuracy.  

The model’s detailed geometric data and mass property parameters are presented in Appendix A. 
The side view and front view geometrical sketch are shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8. 
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Figure 7 Simplified forwarder model side view (mm) 

 

 

Figure 8 Simplified forwarder model front view (mm) 

3.1.1.1 Coordinate System and Origin Point 

The coordinate system of the simplified forwarder model is set according to the default 
coordinate system in MATLAB/SimMechanics (shown in Figure 9), which x-axis points to the 
longitudinal direction, y-axis points to the vertical direction, and z-axis points to the lateral 
direction. 

The world origin coordinate point (0,0,0) is set to be the connecting point between the rear 
wagon rear right tire and the ground, which makes all the distance measurement in the model in 
a considerably straightforward way. 

 

Figure 9 Simplified forwarder model 

3.1.1.2 Model Construction 

The simplified forwarder model is built using blocks provided by MATLAB/SimMechanics, like 
body block, joint block, joint spring and damper block, actuator block, ground block and so on. 
Figure 10 shows the top layer of the simplified forwarder model. 

Rear Chassis Front Chassis Connecting 
Frame Tire 

Pendulum arm 

(0,0,0) 
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For the front chassis, 2 pendulum arms are connected to it through revolute joints together with a 
passive torsional spring and damper block, and one part of the connecting frame is welded to it 
as well. The right pendulum arm points to the forward and the left pendulum arm points 
backwards in the initial position. 

While for the rear chassis, 4 pendulum arms are connected to it through revolute joints with the 
same passive joint spring and damper block, and the second part of the connecting frame is 
welded to it. The front pendulum arms point to the forward and the rear pendulum arms point 
backwards for the initial position.  

The two parts of the connecting frames are connected by a spherical joint, which allows rotation 
around all three axes, without any prismatic motion. And the tire is connected to the pendulum 
arm by revolute joints. 

 

Figure 10 Simplified forwarder model top layer 

To configure the model parameters, the ground reaction force needs to be applied to the tire 
center externally, and based on the assumption that the load is equally distributed in the 
configuration stage, the reaction force could be calculated according to the different components 
weight off-line. In the model, this is done by connecting a body actuator with constant value 
input to the tire center coordinate, which is shown in Figure 11. 
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The joint spring and damper block attached to the revolute joint connecting chassis and 
pendulum arm (“called linkage_frontRight”) in “rearWagonFrontRight” subsystem (shown in 
Figure 11) acts as part of the passive suspension system for the forwarder model. Since provided 
by MATLAB/SimMechanics, that block is a straightforward way to be used. It is only required 
to set the spring stiffness and damper coefficient and the offset for implementation. During the 
simulation, it provides torque to the joint based on the relative angular motion of the two 
connecting components. The spring stiffness and damper coefficient of that block is tuned based 
on critical damping criteria, which will be presented in the next section 

Another important thing is to set MATLAB/SimMechanics machine environment (shown in 
Figure 11), in which the gravity vector, machine dimensionality, analysis mode, liner and 
angular assembly tolerance can be adjusted. And the machine environment block needs to be 
connected to a certain ground block. 

 

Figure 11 Simplified forwarder model “rearWagonFrontRight” subsystem 

3.1.2 Configure the Model Parameters 

In order to ensure the correctness of the simplified forwarder model so that it could be used for 
modeling the dynamic properties when driven on some uneven track and some control 
functionalities could be added, some parameters of the model, i.e. passive joint spring stiffness 
and damper coefficient for the revolute joint connecting chassis and pendulum are required to be 
tuned and configured, and the steady distance from ground to the revolute joint connecting 
chassis and pendulum arm (h) needs to be configured. Figure 12 shows the configuration objects. 

 

Figure 12 Simplified forwarder model configuration objects 

The passive joint spring stiffness and damper coefficient are 2 important parameters to be 
configured in the first stage, since when the simulation starts, due to forwarder self-weight, 
chassis would fall downward slightly for a little distance and the pendulum arms would rotate 
outward for a little angle as well, however this motion will be stopped by the support force 
generated from the passive joint spring and damper. And the other configuration object, which is 

Passive joint spring and damper 
Ground ForceMachine Env 

Prismatic joint 

Revolute joint 2 
Revolute joint 1 

h
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the steady distance from ground to the revolute joint connecting chassis and pendulum arm, is 
significantly relative to the joint passive spring stiffness and damper coefficient. 

The passive joint spring stiffness and damper coefficient are tuned based on the critical damping 
criteria (shown in Figure 13).  

Due to the critical damping criteria; 

 1
2

t

t

c

mk
    (3.1) 

Where, tc - joint torsional passive damper coefficient, /Nm s rad ; 

  m- sprung mass, and 1523.4m kg  in the simplified forwarder model, kg ; 

  tk - joint passive spring stiffness, /Nm rad ,selected 45 10 /Nm rad  as an estimation 

Yields: 41.7455 10 /tc Nm s rad    

 

Figure 13 Ideal mass-spring-damper system 

For the configuration simulation, the angle of revolute joint 1 and joint 2 are measured, since the 
rest angle for revolute joints connecting chassis and pendulum arm are quite similar. The steady 
distance from ground to the revolute joint connecting chassis and pendulum arms are configured 
(shown in Figure 12).  

A comparison for critical damping case ( 41.7455 10 /tc Nm s rad   ) and damping ratio equals 

0.25 ( 34.3638 10 /tc Nm s rad   ) has been performed while the spring stiffness remain the 

same, and results are showed in Figure 14, Figure 15 and Figure 16 respectively. 

Sprung Mass
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Figure 14 Angle measured from revolute joint 1 

It could be concluded from the Figure 14 that in the condition of critical damping the angle of 
revolute joint 1 comes to the steady state smoothly and reaches its steady value around 11.7 
degree, while in the under damping condition a dramatic over-shoot would take place with a 
peak value around 15 degree.  

 

Figure 15 Angle measured from revolute joint 2 

 

For revolute joint 2, it looks quite similar as revolute joint 1, however with negative values 
(Figure 15). 
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Figure 16  Absolute distance from ground to connecting point of chassis and pendulum arm 

And for the steady distance from ground to the revolute joint connecting chassis and pendulum 
arm, it could be concluded from Figure 16 that it reaches its steady value around 1.1091m 
smoothly under the critical damping condition while an oscillation takes place under the 
condition when damping ratio equals 0.25. It is quite important to point out here that the vertical 
displacement in the following part of this master thesis work is measured from this steady state.  

3.2 Test Track Model 
The test track model in the integrated forwarder simulation model is a simplified version of the 
real test track in Skogforsk which consists of bumps with different shapes and sizes (Figure 17). 
For each path of the real test track in Skogforsk, there are several bumps with 3 different kinds of 
bumps that vary in size and shape. The different sizes and shapes of bumps are shown in Figure 
18. 

 

Figure 17 Test track in Skogforsk (Jaoquin Baes, 2008) 
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For simplification, the bump that contained in this master thesis work is a simplification of the 
highest bump in the real test track, which consists of 2 flat planes and the curve plane between 
the 2 flat planes in the real test track is neglected (Figure 18). 

 

Figure 18 Shapes and sizes for bumps (mm) 

The sketch of the bump that modeled in the integrated forwarder simulation model is shown in 
Figure 19, and the bump width is the same as the path width. 

 

Figure 19 Sketch of the bump in integrated forwarder simulation model (mm) 

Based on the simplified bump according to the real test track in Skogforsk, it is considerably 
straightforward to model a certain type of test track in MATLAB/SimMechanics using existing 
blocks, which could be a test case for the integrated forwarder simulation model (Figure 20). 
Furthermore, the test track model in MATLAB/SimMechanics could be adjusted for different 
sizes and displacement in a fairly convenient way.  

Each path of the test track in MATLAB/SimMechanics consists of 4 massless rigid planes fixed 
to the ground with weld joint, since their mass properties are not interesting to the model. The 
total length for each path is 12000mm, and the sketch for each path is shown in Figure 21 and 
Figure 22. The detailed data about the test track in MATLAB/SimMechanics is presented in 
Appendix A. 

 

Figure 20 Test track model in MATLAB/SimMechanics 
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Figure 21 Right path sketch (mm) 

 

 

Figure 22 Left path sketch (mm) 

The MATLAB/SimMechanics blocks for left path of the test track model are shown in Figure 23 
as an example.  

 

Figure 23 Test track model left path blocks 

3.3 Tire-Terrain-Interaction Model 
The Tire-Terrain-Interaction is the core functionality in the integrated forwarder simulation 
model, which models the contact of tire and terrain when the tire is propelled on the ground.  

3.3.1 Method Description 

It is required to handle the following forces that applied on the tire from the Tire-Terrain-
Interaction model: ground reaction force, ground friction, and propulsion force. The Tire-
Terrain-Interaction model that is implemented in this master thesis work is based on the method 
described in section 2.3 and some modifications are made to make it appropriate for this 
application. However, the propulsion actuator is not modeled. 
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Regarding the parameters, the contact spring stiffness is selected as 31370 10 /N m , and the 
contact damper coefficient is selected as 368.5 10 /Ns m . Those parameters are obtained from 
previous master thesis project.  

3.3.2 Single Forwarder Tire Simulation 

After the Tire-Terrain-Interaction model is developed, a single forwarder tire simulation is 
performed using bumps developed in section 3.2 (shown in Figure 24).  

 

Figure 24 Single forwarder tire simulation 

The top layer of the model is shown in Figure 25, which consists of the ground subsystem 
modeling the bump, the custom joint between tire and ground which allows prismatic motion 
along all 3 axes and revolute motion around lateral axis, and a tire subsystem modeling the tire 
and calculating the Tire-Terrain-Interaction. The tire subsystem of the simulation model is 
showed with more detailed information in Figure 26. 

 

Figure 25 Single forwarder tire simulation model top layer 

 

Figure 26 Tire subsystem of the single forwarder simulation model 

An exaggerated constant torque (1800 Nm) is applied to the tire in the simulation, which would 
result in some acceleration in longitudinal direction. Since different planes of the test track are 
perpendicular to the plane determined by longitudinal and vertical axes and the leaning dynamics 
in lateral direction is neglected because lateral force is excluded in single forwarder tire 
simulation, there will not be any component for displacement and force along lateral direction in 
this stage. However, for the whole forwarder simulation that will be performed in the later 

Plane1 Plane2 Plane3 Plane4
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chapter, there would be some dynamics along the lateral axis due to mutual influence from 
different tires and different paths of the test track. Simulation results are shown from Figure 27 
to Figure 30 respectively. The detailed model parameter is presented in Appendix A. 

 

Figure 27 Tire center displacement in longitudinal and vertical direction 

For tire displacement in longitudinal direction (Figure 27), due to the over-dimensioned driving 
force, the forwarder tire accelerates during the simulation, resulting in a continuously increased 
speed in longitudinal direction. And for the displacement in vertical direction, it shows that the 
maximum displacement is around 0.3497m which quite close to the bump height (0.35m) and the 
general trend seems reasonable.  

Regarding the ground reaction force (Figure 28), a negative peak value (about -36000N) in 
longitudinal direction and a less significant positive peak value (about 6000N) in vertical 
direction would take place when tire hit plane 2 around 0.3s, and at the maximum position a 
slight fluctuate would appear in longitudinal and vertical direction possibly due to the 
irregularity plane-switch around 0.6s. Because of the geometric relationship between tire and 
bump, the tire would not move along plane 3, but hit the ground from the highest position 
directly. A dramatic peak value (about 125000N) of vertical reaction force would appear when 
tire hit plane 4 around 1s.  
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Figure 28 Ground reaction force in longitudinal and vertical direction 

 

Figure 29 Friction in longitudinal and vertical direction 

The friction (shown in Figure 29) in longitudinal direction has a significant negative peak value 
when tire hits plane 4 around 1s, a less one when tire hits plane 2 around 0.3s, a little oscillation 
at the top point around 0.6s, and the rest remains some constant value when moves along plane 1 
(-740N) and plane 2 (-515N), or 0 when drops from plane 2 to plane 4 since no contact. And 
considering the friction in vertical direction, a dramatic negative peak value (about -9000N) 
takes place when tire hits plane 2, certain constant value remains (about 319N) when moving 
along plane2, a moderate fluctuate appear around the top position, and remains 0 for the rest. 

The propulsion force (shown in Figure 30) has a constant longitudinal component (about 2686N) 
and remains 0 when tire moves along plane 1 and plane 4. It seems quite sophisticated when tire 
moves over the bump, however the dynamic of propulsion force is less interested to be analyzed. 
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Figure 30 Propulsion force in longitudinal and vertical direction 

3.4 Combination of integrated forwarder simulation model 
Based on the sub-models developed in section 3.1 to 3.3, the integrated forwarder simulation 
model is combined and presented in this section (shown in Figure 31). The top layer of the 
model is shown in Figure 32.  

 

Figure 31 Integrated Forwarder simulation model 
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Figure 32 Integrated Forwarder simulation model top layer 

A custom joint (shown in Figure 33) is defined at the contact point between the tire and path, 
which allows prismatic motion along all the 3 axes and rotation around longitudinal axis (shown 
in Figure 34). Figure 33 indicates the “rearWagonFrontRight” subsystem of the simulation 
model, and Figure 34 is a sketch of the custom joint connecting tire and ground. 

The Tire-Terrain-Interaction model is connected directly to the tire center (shown in Figure 33) 
same as Figure 26, which applies the ground reaction force, friction and propulsion force to the 
tire.  

 

Figure 33 Integrated Forwarder simulation model “rearWagonFrontRight” subsystem 
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Figure 34 Custom joint at the contact point of tire and ground 

One more thing that needs to be pointed out here is the joint initial condition block for revolute 
joints between chassis and pendulum arms (shown in Figure 33). In MATLAB/SimMechanics, 
every single simulation starts with the stage how the mechanical is defined and constructed. In 
this forwarder model, the stage how the model is constructed is not a stable condition, since no 
forces are stored at the revolute joint connecting pendulum arms and chassis. Therefore, the first 
step when the simulation starts is that the chassis would fall down a little distance due to self-
load but be supported by the passive joint spring and damper at each revolute joint as shown in 
section 3.1.2. 

However, this motion will also take place in the integrated forwarder simulation model when the 
forwarder is trying to be moved forward with the propulsion torque applied, so that the falling 
down and moving forward motion will take place simultaneously, which will crash the 
simulation model.  

This problem is actually a simulation logic problem, indicating that the best solution is to add 
some real-time functionality to the simulation, which enables the sequential simulation. For 
example, at the beginning of the simulation, no propulsion torque is applied to the forwarder, 
allowing the chassis to fall down to get supported by passive joint spring and damper located at 
revolute joint between pendulum arm and chassis. And after this is done, the propulsion torque 
will be applied to the model to move it forward. However, MATLAB/SimMechanics doesn’t 
support this sequential simulation with respect to real-time characteristics.  

The current solution to it in this master thesis work is to use the joint initial condition block as 
shown in Figure 33 to set the revolute joint steady-state angle (value “link.initial”) measured in 
section 3.1.2 to each joint respectively, so that in the integrated simulation model the falling 
down motion can be skipped. However, this will introduce some mechanical shock to the model 
which doesn’t appear in reality.  

In conclusion, an integrated forwarder simulation model is developed in this chapter, which 
consists of 3 parts, a simplified forwarder model , a test track model and a Tire-Terrain-
Interaction model, however all the parameters of those 3 sub-models need to be tuned and 
configured separately, which seems less user-friendly and modular. For testing a new series of 
forwarder design data (especially for passive joint spring stiffness and damper coefficient), 
firstly they need to be configured as section 3.1, and the measured steady state angles of revolute 
joints between chassis and pendulum arm need to assigned the correspond joint initial condition 
block, and finally with the pre-defined test track model, the integrated forwarder simulation 
model is able to run. This will be improved by using a graphical user interface developed in 
section 4.2. 
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4 TESTING OF SIMULATION MODEL 

In this chapter, the integrated forwarder simulation model developed in chapter 3 is tested.  
Section 4.1 focuses on the propulsion torque control, section 4.2 presents a graphical user 
interface for making the model more user-friendly and modular, and the simulation results are 
presented and discussed in section 4.3. 

4.1 Propulsion Torque Control 
In the practical forwarder dynamics test performed by Skogforsk driven on the test track, 
forwarder usually remains a low constant speed with little oscillation during the test. Therefore, 
in order to make the simulation model more realistic according to the real case, it is required to 
maintain the forwarder longitudinal speed around some constant value (selected by 0.8m/s as 
estimation) by regulating the propulsion torque with a PI controller in the integrated forwarder 
simulation model.  

Since each tire in the integrated forwarder simulation model is propelled independently, they 
could have their independent propulsion torque control loop, each tire’s speed could be adjusted 
on its own. One typical propulsion torque control system is shown in Figure 35 which is the 
“drive” subsystem of the “rearWagonFrontRight” subsystem shown in Figure 33, and its detailed 
control structure (“speedCtrl” subsystem) is shown in Figure 36. However, the actuator of the 
propulsion system is not modeled. 

 

Figure 35 Propulsion torque control system 

The control strategy yields: 

 ( ) t refe t v v   (4.1) 

 
0

( ) ( )
t

out p i constT K e t K e d T     (4.2) 

Where, tv  is the tire longitudinal speed; 

 refv  is the tire longitudinal reference speed, 0.8 /m s ; 
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 outT  is the output propulsion torque; 

 constT  is the constant propulsion torque assigned for canceling friction, 3000Nm ; 

 pK  is the proportional gain, 10000; 

 iK  is the integral gain, 28000; 

 

Figure 36 Propulsion torque control loop 

For testing the propulsion torque controller, a special simulation model is designed, which only 
consists of the forwarder rear wagon and 2 flat planes for both right and left path (shown in 
Figure 37).  

 

Figure 37 Special simulation model for testing propulsion torque controller 

The rear wagon front right tire speed is shown in Figure 38, which indicates that at the beginning 
of the simulation a slight overshoot (about 0.9 m/s) would take place and the tire reaches the 
steady speed at about 1.3s. The rest three tires’ speeds are exactly the same. 
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Figure 38 Rear wagon front right tire speed 

The propulsion torque that is regulated by the controller and finally applied to the rear wagon 
front tire is shown in Figure 39. The propulsion torque starts with a high initial value (about 
11000 Nm), then drops down rapidly, and reaches its steady value (about 3100 Nm) at time 
around 1.3s. The rest three tires’ propulsion torques are exactly the same. 

 

Figure 39 Rear wagon front right tire propulsion torque 
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4.2 Graphical User Interface 
Considering the problem proposed in section in 3.4, a graphical user interface is developed using 
MATLAB/GUIDE, and finally a joint model is developed for achieving better user-friendship 
and modularization.  

The MATLAB/GUIDE is the graphical user interface development environment included in 
MATLAB program (Mathworks, 2011), which could be easily connected to other MATLAB 
toolbox like MATLAB/Simulink.  

The GUI is supposed to handle 3 tasks, which is adjusting model parameters like geometric data 
and mass properties for each component, configuring the simplified forwarder model for the 
revolute joint steady state angle and chassis steady state distance to the ground, and running the 
integrated forwarder simulation model. The GUI (layout shown in Figure 40) is distributed into 
three different parts.  

 

Figure 40 GUI layout 

The first part is the parameter input text boxes regarding different units from test track to control 
unit, indicated in different colors. For example, the test track unit contains 4 input text boxes, 
which are contact stiffness and damping, static and rolling friction resistance coefficient 
respectively. All of those input text boxes have default values. 

The second part of the GUI consists of 2 buttons, which are the “configure parameter” button 
and the “configure model” button. The first button is assigned to get all the data from the input 
text boxes and send them to MATLAB/workspace, which is done by the callback function of this 
button. And the second one is assigned to run the simplified forwarder model, then obtain the 
steady state angle of revolute joint between chassis and pendulum arm and the steady distance 
from ground to that joint, and finally send those data to MATLAB/workspace as well.  

The third part of the GUI is the “run model and plot” button run which is assigned to run the 
integrated forwarder simulation model developed in chapter 3 and plot interested variables.  

Furthermore, when an active suspension system is proposed and implemented to the integrated 
forwarder simulation model in chapter 5, it is considerably straightforward to add the similar 
functionality to the GUI with a new button to run the one with active suspension. A more 
detailed introduction and some sample code are presented in Appendix B.  

4.3 Simulation Results 
After the propulsion torque control for regulating forwarder longitudinal speed is implemented 
and graphical user interface is developed, the simulation of the joint-model with 16 s total 
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simulations are performed, and the results are presented in this section. Some simulation 
screenshots are shown from Figure 41 to Figure 45 , which provide a straightforward way of 
proving that the model works properly. The simulation time is measured by 
MATLAB/SimMechanics itself.  

Figure 41 shows that the front wagon right tire is on the right path bump at about 1.90s of the 
simulation.  

 

Figure 41 Simulation screen shot 1 

Figure 42 shows that the rear wagon front right tire is on the right path bump at about 5.65s of 
the simulation.  

 

Figure 42 Simulation screen shot 2 

Figure 43 shows that the front wagon left tire is on the left path bump at about 7.28s of the 
simulation.  

 

Figure 43 Simulation screen shot 3 

Figure 44 shows that at about 9.44s of the simulation, the rear wagon front left tire is on the left 
path bump and the rear wagon rear right tire is on the right path bump simultaneously, which is 
the most complicated stage during the simulation. 
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Figure 44 Simulation screen shot 4 

Figure 45 shows that the rear wagon rear right tire is on the left path bump at about 13.0s of the 
simulation.  

 

Figure 45 Simulation screen shot 5 

The longitudinal speed and displacement for front and rear wagon are shown in Figure 46. Due 
to the propulsion torque output, both the longitudinal speeds for front and rear wagon are around 
the reference speed that is 0.8 m/s, but fluctuate a little bit when tires come into bumps. The 
longitudinal displacements for both wagons fluctuate slightly due to the longitudinal speed 
oscillation.  

Approximate from 1.3 s to 3.1 s of the simulation, when front wagon right tire contacts the right 
path bump (shown in Figure 41), there is a speed drop in both front and rear wagon, and a rapid 
increase after that tire hit the ground again. Then, the longitudinal speed is regulated back to the 
reference speed.  

Some similar oscillations take place approximately from 4.9 s to 6.5 s when the rear wagon front 
right tire contacts the right path bump and from 6.8 s to 8.7 s when the front wagon left tire 
contacts the left path bump (shown in Figure 42 and Figure 43).  

Approximate from 8.7 s to 10.6 s when there are 2 tires contact bumps simultaneously (shown in 
Figure 44), there is the most significant longitudinal speed oscillation with largest peak values.  

The last oscillation takes place approximate from 12.3 s to 13.8 s with smaller peak value when 
rear wagon rear left contacts the left path bump (shown in Figure 45). 
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Figure 46 Front and rear wagon longitudinal speed and displacement 
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Front wagon and rear wagon vertical displacement (shown in Figure 48) are measured at the 
CoG (center of gravity) point of each chassis.  

 

Figure 47 Front and rear wagon vertical displacement 

For the front wagon, a significant positive pulse (maximum around 0.17 m) occur approximate 
from 1.3 s to 3.1 s after the simulation starts when the front wagon right tire contacts the right 
path bump (shown in Figure 41), and a less significant positive one (maximum around 0.12 m) 
occur about 6.8 s to 8.7 s when the front wagon left tire contacts the left path bump (shown in 
Figure 43). And the rest pulses are influenced by the rear wagon.  

And for the rear wagon, a moderate positive pulse (maximum around 0.1 m) occur about 4.9 s to 
6.5 s when the rear wagon front right tire contacts right path bump (shown in Figure 42), then a 
significant positive pulse (maximum around 0.23 m) occurs about 8.7 s to 10.6 s when 2 rear 
tires contact bumps simultaneously (shown in Figure 44), and a moderate positive pulse 
(maximum around 0.05 m) occur around 12.3 s to 13.8 s when rear wagon rear left tire contacts 
the left path bump (shown in Figure 45). And the rest pulses are influenced by the front wagon. 

Similarly, front and rear wagon lateral displacement (shown in Figure 49) is also measured at the 
CoG point of each chassis.  
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Figure 48 Front and rear wagon lateral displacement 

For the front wagon, a moderate negative pulse (minimum around -0.02 m) occur approximate 
from 1.3 s to 3.1 s of the simulation when front wagon right tire contacts the right path bump 
(shown in Figure 41), and a significant positive one (maximum around 0.06 m) occur about 6.8 s 
to 8.7 s when the front wagon left tire contacts the left path bump (shown in Figure 43). And the 
rest pulses are influenced by the rear wagon. 

And for the rear wagon, a negative pulse (minimum around -0.03 m) occur about 4.9 s to 6.5 s 
when the rear wagon front right tire contacts right path bump (shown in Figure 42), then a 
positive pulse (maximum around 0.03 m) occurs about 8.7 s to 10.6 s when 2 rear tires contact 
bumps simultaneously (shown in Figure 44), and a moderate positive pulse (maximum around 
0.01 m) occur around 12.3 s to 13.8 s when rear wagon rear left tire contacts the left path bump 
(shown in Figure 45). And the rest pulses are influenced by the front wagon. 
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Front wagon and rear wagon pitch angle (shown in Figure 49) are measured at the CoG (center 
of gravity) point of each chassis.  

 

Figure 49 Front and rear wagon pitch angle 

For the front wagon, a positive pulse (maximum around 8 degrees) occur approximate from 1.3 s 
to 3.1 s of the simulation when front wagon right tire contacts the right path bump (shown in 
Figure 41), and a similar positive one occur about 6.8 s to 8.7 s when the front wagon left tire 
contacts the left path bump (shown in Figure 43). And the rest pulses are caused by the influence 
from the rear wagon pitch motion.  

And for the rear wagon, a positive pulse (maximum around 3 degrees) occur about 4.9 s to 6.5 s 
when the rear wagon front right tire contacts right path bump (shown in Figure 42), then a 
negative pulse (minimum around -4.8 degrees) occurs about 8.7 s to 10.6 s when 2 rear tires 
contact bumps simultaneously (shown in Figure 44), and a similar negative pulse (minimum 
around -4 degrees) occur around 12.3 s to 13.8 s when rear wagon rear left tire contacts the left 
path bump (shown in Figure 45). And the rest pulses are caused by the influence from the front 
wagon pitch motion. 
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Similar to the pitch motion, front wagon and rear wagon roll angle (shown in Figure 50) are 
measured at the CoG point of each chassis as well.  

 

Figure 50 Front and rear wagon roll angle 

For the front wagon, a moderate negative pulse (minimum around -8 degrees) occur approximate 
from 1.3 s to 3.1 s of the simulation when front wagon right tire contacts the right path bump 
(shown in Figure 41), and a significant positive one (maximum around 26 degrees) occur about 
6.8 s to 8.7 s when the front wagon left tire contacts the left path bump (shown in Figure 43). 
And the rest pulses are caused by the influence from the rear wagon roll motion.  

For the rear wagon, a significant negative pulse (minimum around -13 degrees) occur about 4.9 s 
to 6.5 s when the rear wagon front right tire contacts right path bump (shown in Figure 42), then 
a significant positive pulse (maximum around 15 degrees) occurs about 8.7 s to 10.6 s when 2 
rear tires contact bumps simultaneously (shown in Figure 44), and a moderate positive pulse 
(around 6 degrees maximum) occur around 12.3 s to 13.8 s when rear wagon rear left tire 
contacts the left path bump (shown in Figure 45). And the rest pulses are caused by the influence 
from the front wagon roll motion. 
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Similarly, front and rear wagon yaw angle (shown in Figure 51) are also measured at the CoG 
point of each chassis.  

 

Figure 51 Front and rear wagon yaw angle 

For the front wagon, a moderate positive pulse (maximum around 0.6 degree) occur approximate 
from 1.3 s to 3.1 s of the simulation when front wagon right tire contacts the right path bump 
(shown in Figure 41), and a similar positive one occur about 6.8 s to 8.7 s when the front wagon 
left tire contacts the left path bump (shown in Figure 43). And the rest pulses are caused by the 
influence from the rear wagon yaw motion.  

For the rear wagon, a moderate positive pulse (maximum around 0.5 degree) occur about 4.9 s to 
6.5 s when the rear wagon front right tire contacts right path bump (shown in Figure 42), then 
another positive pulse (maximum around 0.8 degree) occurs about 8.7 s to 10.6 s when 2 rear 
tires contact bumps simultaneously (shown in Figure 44), and a moderate positive pulse occur 
around 12.3 s to 13.8 s when rear wagon rear left tire contacts the left path bump (shown in 
Figure 45).  

However, some unstable dynamics take place in the end of the simulation, which the front wagon 
yaw angle is divergent and rear wagon yaw angle has a steady error. 
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The weighted RMS value is calculated in order to further evaluate 6 degrees vibrations of 
integrated forwarder simulation model according to ISO 2631-1:1997. The weighted RMS value 
is defined in (4.3): 

  
1

2 2

0

1
[ ( ) ]

T

w wa a t dt
T

   (4.3) 

Where, wa is weighted acceleration, 2/m s  or 2/rad s ; 

  T  is measurement duration; 

There are numerical instabilities in the simulation model, which is occur due to singularity points 
that the model meets and the model moves forward extremely slowly, for example at the moment 
when some certain tire hit the ground again, so that the acceleration data directly measured from 
the integrated forwarder simulation model would involve some unreasonable peak values. Those 
extremely large peak values would degrade the weighted RMS value dramatically and could not 
be used. 

Another problem for the data directly measured from the integrated forwarder simulation model 
is that, due to variant step length in MATLAB/SimMechanics solver, those data are not 
measured with same interval to each other, which indicates that some 1-D interpolation is 
required.  

The solution to deal with the above problems are to interpolate the measured angle or 
displacement data with same time interval using interpolation functions provide by MATLAB, 
then filter the interpolated data with a low-pass filter which is a 2-order Butterworth filter, 
thirdly differentiate the filtered data twice to get the acceleration, and finally the weighted RMS 
value could be calculated. The interpolation frequency is set to be 2000 Hz and the cut off 
frequency is set to be 10 Hz. Some example codes are shown in Appendix C and the results are 
shown in Table 1 and Table 2 respectively. 

Table 1 Pitch, roll and yaw motion weighted RMS values 

 Pitch( / ) Roll( / ) Yaw( / ) 
Front Wagon 0.9789 2.2403 0.1203 
RearWagon 0.7146 2.2718 0.0839 

 

Table 2 Longitudinal, vertical and lateral vibration weighted RMS values 

 Longitudinal( / ) Vertical( / ) Lateral( / ) 
Front Wagon 0.7657 0.9101 0.3102 
RearWagon 0.7488 1.2626 0.2147 

 

To summarize the simulations with the integrated forwarder simulation model developed in 
chapter 3 with the propulsion torque control added in from chapter 4 works properly, there are 
still some problems, like the unstable dynamics of yaw motion (shown in Figure 51), which 
needs to be further evaluated.  

Regarding the model dynamic properties in the simulation, there might be several approaches to 
reduce them: 

 A better mechanical design. The geometric layout of the simplified forwarder model may 
affect its dynamic properties when driven on the test track and that needs to be detailed 
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checked, for example, in the simplified forwarder model the pendulum arm shall be slightly 
shortened and the chassis be closer to ground. 

 A better suspension system. There is only a purely passive suspension in the model, which 
might be less effective to reduce the undesired dynamics. Therefore, an active suspension 
system which has better performance will be discussed and implemented in the next chapter. 
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5 ACTIVE SUSPENSION SYSTEM 

An active suspension system is designed and implemented in chapter 5 based on the integrated 
forwarder simulation model developed before, in order to reduce undesired dynamic properties. 
Section 5.1 provides a brief introduction, and section 5.2 mainly focuses on modeling and 
control on one single pendulum arm, while section 5.3 focuses on the general suspension system 
and a case study is presented in section 5.4.  

5.1 General Description 
The next step in this master thesis work was to design and implement an active suspension 
system working parallel to the passive suspension system, so that the undesired dynamics could 
be reduced. The target motions that are supposed to be reduced are pitch motion ( ), roll motion 
(  ) and vertical vibration ( y ) (shown in Figure 52). 

 

Figure 52 Forwarder sketch and target control motions 

The first step was to clarify several state variables to describe the status of the chassis, which is 
very important in the later stage. Consider the whole forwarder sketch (shown in Figure 52), for 
each point connecting chassis and pendulum arm (Point A, B, C, D, E and F) the pitch, roll angle 
and absolute distance to the ground are measured as the state variables. Therefore, there are 3 
state variables for each connecting point respectively, and a total of 18 state variables for the 
whole forwarder model. Practically, the roll and pitch angle are quite easy to measure for a real 
forwarder, however the absolute distance to the ground might be difficult to be measured. 

Consider the implementation of active suspension system, the general idea is to make it work in 
parallel with the passive system, so that the chassis would not lose support when the active 
system fails. Since there is already a passive suspension system which consists of six sets of 
torsional spring and damper at each revolute joint connecting chassis and pendulum arm, the 
active suspension system is supposed to consist of six sub systems for each of that revolute joint 
as well.  

The general goals for active suspension control is to reduce roll and pitch motion as much as 
possible, maintain some constant distance from chassis to the ground, and minimize the power 
consumption by using the most effective compensation strategy without deteriorating the rest 
three control performance. In this master thesis work, the first three control goals are included 
while the fourth one needs to be involved in some future work. 

5.2 Model and Control for one pendulum arm 
Since an integrated forwarder simulation model is developed in MATLAB/SimMechanics, 
which is not only a mathematical model but a physical model to some extent, it is quite 
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straightforward to add control functionalities to the model directly without obtaining additional 
mathematical model for the implementation.  However, a basic analysis is performed about the 
impact when one single tire contacts with the bump to the forwarder dynamics. And the control 
strategy, actuator model and interface to MATLAB/SimMechanics are proposed as well.  

5.2.1 A simplified Model 

A basic analysis is performed here about the impact that will be introduced to the rear wagon 
dynamics when rear wagon front right tire contacts the bump (shown in Figure 53). And the 
connect joint between this pendulum arm and chassis is Point B (shown in Figure 53).  

 

Figure 53 Rear wagon pitch motion introduced from rear wagon front right tire 

A simplified pitch analysis about the impact will be introduced to the rear wagon when rear 
wagon front right tire contacts the bump is shown in Figure 54, in which tire is consider as a 
combination of parallel linear spring and damper based on spot-contact theory (Löfgren Björn, 
1992). Only rear wagon front right tire, correspond pendulum arm and rear chassis are involved 
in the analysis, while influence from other components are excluded. 

 

Figure 54 Pitch Analysis 
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Where, ZJ is chassis inertia around lateral axis, 2kg m ; 

 1 , 2 are pitch angle for chassis and pendulum arm respectively, deg ree ; 

  1 , 2 are pitch angular velocities for chassis and pendulum arm respectively, deg /ree s ; 
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  1  is pitch angular acceleration for chassis, 2deg /ree s ; 

  1h , 1h are ground irregularity and its time derivative, , /m m s ; 

  2h , 2h are vertical displacement at tire center and its time derivative, , /m m s ; 

  tK , tC  are torsional spring stiffness and damper coefficient, / , /Nm rad Nm s rad ; 

  lK , lC  are tire spring stiffness and damper coefficient, / , /N m N s m ; 

   1l  is chassis length, m ; 

   2l  is pendulum arm length, m ; 

Similarly, a simplified roll analysis when rear wagon front right tire contacts the bump is shown 
in Figure 55, in which tire is modeled using spot contact theory (Löfgren Björn, 1992).  

 

Figure 55 Roll analysis 

When rear wagon front right tire contacts the bump, there would be some vertical dynamic force 
generated from the road irregularity, which would finally result in an unbalanced torque in XoZ 
plane.  

 1 2 1 2
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          (5.2) 

Where,   is roll angular acceleration, 2deg /ree s  

  XJ is chassis inertia around longitudinal axis, 2kg m ; 

  lK , lC  are tire spring stiffness and damper coefficient, / , /N m N s m ; 

  1h , 1h are ground irregularity and its time derivative, , /m m s ; 

  2h , 2h are vertical displacement at tire center and its time derivative, , /m m s ; 

  W is forwarder width, m; 

And regarding the height ( h ) analysis, it is a combination of pitch motion and roll motion.  
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5.2.2 Actuator 

Consider the pendulum arm which acts as pendulum arm, and the passive joint spring and 
damper (shown in Figure 11) that provides torque during simulation, a hydraulic motor together 
with hydraulic gearbox is preferred to be the actuator to the active suspension system (shown in 
Figure 56 for quarter rear wagon as example). The reason that the hydraulic motor is selected to 
be the actuator is that it generates torque directly, and the interface is easy to design. The 
hydraulic motor is connected to the joint connecting chassis and pendulum arm through a 
gearbox, which is assigned to lower motor’s angular velocity and promote output torque. 

 

Figure 56 Sketch for one sub-suspension system 

A control system (shown in Figure 57) for regulating the hydraulic motor output torque is 
proposed (C.-S.Kim and C.-O.Lee, 1996). The input to the system is the desired torque and the 
output of the system is torque that hydraulic motor generated.  

 

Figure 57 Hydraulic motor control system 

The top layer of MATLAB/Simulink model is shown in Figure 58, and the simulation result is 
shown in Figure 59. 

 

Figure 58 MATLAB/Simulink hydraulic system model top layer 
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Figure 59 Comparison about input vs. output of the hydraulic system 

The test desired torque (blue line) which is the input the hydraulic system steps to 300 Nm at 
time zero, then further steps to 500 Nm at 1s, and finally steps back to 400 Nm at 2s. While the 
hydraulic output torque (red line) follows the input quite fast, although some insignificant 
overshoot and delay exist.  

5.2.3 Control Strategy for Pitch, Roll and Height 

The control structure for regulating the pendulum arm connecting rear wagon front right tire and 
chassis is shown in Figure 60. 

 

Figure 60 Control structure for single pendulum arm 

At point B of rear chassis (shown in Figure 53), pitch angle, roll angle, and distance to the 
ground are measured and then sent to the motion controller, which would calculate the desired 
torque to compensate the unbalanced motion. And the pitch angular speed   will affect the 
actuator’s angular speed, since they are related. Therefore, the desired torque is shown in (5.3) as 
an optimization: 

 _ _ _des roll des roll pitch des pitch height des heightT T T T         (5.3) 

Where, desT  is total desired torque for motion compensation, Nm ; 

  _ _ _, ,des roll des pitch des heightT T T  are desired torque for pitch, roll and height compensation, Nm ; 

  , ,roll pitch height   are scalar factors 
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Due to the delimitation of this master thesis work, all the scalar factors in (5.3) are set to 1. For 
pitch and roll motion control, two PD controllers are implemented respectively which actually 
regulate angle and angular speed simultaneously, and for height control, a PID controller is 
implemented. 

For pitch control, the control law yields: 

 _ _ _( ) ( )des pitch P pitch D pitch

d
T K t K t

dx
    (5.4) 

Where, _P pitchK  is proportional gain, 1e7; 

  _D pitchK  is derivative gain, 10; 

For roll control, the control law yields:  

 _ _ _( ) ( )des roll P roll D roll

d
T K t K t

dx
    (5.5) 

Where, _P rollK  is proportional gain, 2e7; 

  _D rollK  is derivative gain, 1e3; 

For height control, the control law yields: 

 _ _ _ _0
( ) ( ) ( )

t

des height P height I height D height

d
T K h t K h d K h t

dx
      (5.6) 

Where, _P heightK  is proportional gain, 1e5; 

  _I heightK  is integral gain,1e3; 

  _D heightK  is derivative gain, 1e3; 

5.2.4 Interface to MATLAB/SimMechanics Model 

As pointed before, the active suspension system is supposed to work parallel to the passive one, 
so that regarding each joint connecting pendulum arm and chassis (shown in Figure 11), there 
shall also be a sub active suspension system together with the sub passive suspension. The sub 
active suspension system is actually a new joint actuator.  

Previously, an existed MATLAB/SimMechanics joint spring and damper block, that actually is a 
joint actuator, is used as the torsional passive suspension for each joint. It is quite straightforward 
to connect those two actuators directly to the joint, but due to the delimitation that one joint 
could only have one actuator, this approach fails.  

Therefore, the solution for implementation interface is to firstly decompose the existed joint 
spring and damper block, then add the sub active suspension system parallel to that. The new 
“rearWagonFrontRight” subsystem is shown in  

Figure 61, and its “suspension” subsystem is shown in Figure 62, where the parallel structure of 
passive and active suspension could be seen. 
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Figure 61 New “rearWagonFrontRight” subsystem 

 

Figure 62”Suspension” subsystem 

 

Subsystem “active” in Figure 62 consists of two different parts, which are angle control and 
height control (shown in Figure 63). And loops for pitch and roll control, and height control are 
shown in Figure 64 and Figure 65 respectively.  

 

Figure 63 Subsystem “active” 

The input to pitch and roll control loop is the chassis angle vector measured at joint B (shown in 
Figure 53) contains three dimensional information, and then it is decomposed into three 
components, the first one which is roll angle is sent roll control loop, while the third one which is 
pitch angle is sent to pitch control loop. 

Suspension 
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Figure 64 Pitch and roll control loop 

The input to height control loop is the chassis three dimensional position vector measured at joint 
B (shown in Figure 53), and then the vertical position which is the second one is sent to height 
control loop. 

 

Figure 65 Height control loop 

5.3 Integrated suspension system 
Regarding the whole forwarder suspension system structure, since there are six pendulum arms 
which can rotate separately, the solution is to control each pendulum arm’s active motion 
independently. Therefore, there are 6 six sub active suspension systems for each pendulum arm, 
and each of them contains three sub-loops for pitch, roll and height control respectively.  

This hierarchy structure of general suspension system is shown in Figure 66. Each of the 
forwarder pendulum arms has a sub-suspension system, so there are six parallel sub-suspension 
systems. Consider the sub suspension system for pendulum arm F for an example; it consists of a 
passive part which is a combination of torsional spring and damper, and an active part which 
regulates height, roll and pitch. It is exactly the same for the rest pendulum arms.  

Each sub suspension system has a exactly the same control strategy as proposed in section 5.2 to 
each other, which indicates that the decoupling of different pendulum arms are not considered in 
the general control strategy for the whole suspension system in this master thesis work. Consider 
each sub suspension system for each pendulum arm, those three control objects, roll angle, pitch 
angle and height, are coupled mechanically, and consider the general suspension system, each of 
the sub suspension system is coupled to some extent. The exclusion of decoupling would limit 
the performance of the active suspension control, which is discussed in section 5.4 and also in 
chapter 6. 
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Figure 66 Hierarchy suspension system structure 

Regarding the general control strategy for whole forwarder model, actually there are several 
options for compensating uneven terrain. Consider the rear wagon shown in Figure 67 as an 
example when rear wagon front right tire contacts the bump. The first compensation strategy is 
to rotate front right pendulum arm counterclockwise, while the second is to rotate both the rear 
pendulum arms counterclockwise and front left pendulum arm clockwise simultaneously, and the 
third is to combine compensation strategy 1 and 2 together.  

 

Figure 67 Different strategies for uneven terrain compensation 

Different compensation strategies consume different amount of power, so that there is one 
control goal for minimizing power consumption using most effective compensation strategy 
without deteriorating the pitch, roll and height control performance in the general goals for active 
suspension control proposed in section 5.1.  
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However, the hydraulic motor model proposed in section 5.2.2 is not involved into the combined 
passive and active suspension system, replacing with an ideal component whose transfer function 
equals to 1.  

There are several reasons to explain the exclusion of the actuator model. Firstly, the actuator 
model is not the main interest at this stage however the general combined passive and active 
suspension system dose. And a more practical reason is that, as pointed out in section 3.4 that the 
configuration phase (the falling down motion) which takes at the beginning of the simulation is 
skipped by using a joint initial condition block with certain value to suddenly change the angle 
of joints between chassis and pendulum arm, so that there would be an unrealistic control input 
to the hydraulic system which would finally crashes the simulation itself.  

5.4 Case Study 
A special test case which only involves the rear wagon of the forwarder driven on a unilateral 
test track is set up to evaluate the performance of the active suspension control system (shown in 
Figure 68). The test track only contains a bump on the right path, while the left path is flat. A 
comparison is performed in this section about the dynamic properties of the forwarder rear 
wagon with only purely passive suspension against combined passive and active suspension 
proposed in section 5.2 and 5.3.  

 

Figure 68 Special test case for active suspension system 

Some screenshots are shown in Figure 69 and Figure 70 for a direct comparison between those 
two structures of suspension system.  

 

Figure 69 Simulation of forwarder rear wagon with purely passive suspension 

 

 

Figure 70 Simulation of forwarder rear wagon with combined passive and active suspension 
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When rear wagon front right tire contacts bump around 3.5 s of simulation, the chassis has a 
significant roll and pitch motion with purely passive suspension system (Figure 69), while those 
motion are difficult to be found with combined passive and active suspension system (Figure 70). 
And it could also be found in Figure 70 that the rear wagon front right pendulum arm is actively 
rotated up when compared that with Figure 69. 

When rear wagon rear right tire contacts bump around 7.1 s of simulation, the chassis also has a 
significant roll and pitch motion with purely passive suspension system (Figure 69), while it is 
hard to find with combined passive and active suspension system (Figure 70). However, the 
active motion of rear wagon rear right pendulum arm is not so obvious to be noticed.  

The longitudinal displacement and velocity of forwarder rear wagon with purely passive or 
combined passive and active suspension system are shown in Figure 71. Both of the 
displacement and velocity are measured at rear chassis CoG point.  

 

Figure 71 Forwarder rear wagon longitudinal displacement and velocity  

It could be found that the total longitudinal displacement for both are quite the same, while for 
the longitudinal speed, the one with purely passive suspension system changes prior to the one 
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with combined passive and active suspension system. Possibly the combined passive and active 
suspension system will slow down the response of the forwarder when is moving on uneven road.  

The pitch and roll angle which are also measured at rear chassis CoG point of forwarder rear 
wagon, are shown in Figure 72 for purely passive suspension system against combined passive 
and active suspension system respectively.  

 

Figure 72 Forwarder rear wagon pitch and roll angle 

It could be found that the pitch and roll motion are reduced dramatically by introducing the 
active suspension system into the model, which proves that the active suspension system 
proposed in section 5.2 and 5.3 could make contribution to reduce undesired dynamics. 

For pitch motion, a positive pulse with maximum value around 3.8 degrees takes place when rear 
wagon front right tire contacts the bump and a similar negative pulse takes place when rear 
wagon rear right tire contacts the bump (shown in Figure 69) for model only contains purely 
passive suspension system; while it is hardly to be recognized for model contains a combined 
passive and active suspension system.  

And for roll motion, a significant negative pulse with minimum value around -12 degrees occurs 
when rear wagon front right tire contacts the bump and a moderate negative pulse with minimum 
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value around -6 degrees occurs when rear wagon rear right tire contacts the bump (shown in 
Figure 69) for model only contains purely passive suspension system; while it is neither hardly to 
be recognized for model contains a combined passive and active suspension system. 

However, regarding the height control, the performance is quite limited so that it nearly remains 
the same for forwarder rear wagon with purely passive or combined passive and active 
suspension system. The vertical displacements for both cases are shown in Figure 73. It could be 
concluded that the height control is being taken away by pitch and roll control.  

 

Figure 73 Forwarder rear wagon vertical displacement 

In order to further investigate this problem, the angle of joints connecting chassis and pendulum 
arm (Point B, C, D and E respectively in Figure 53) for forwarder rear wagon with purely 
passive or combined passive and active suspension system are shown in Figure 74 and Figure 75. 
Positive values indicate the pendulum arm rotates counterclockwise, while negative values 
indicate the pendulum arm rotates clockwise.  

Consider the simulation phase when rear wagon front right tire contacts the bump, which occurs 
around 2.7 s to 4.5 s. It is shown in Figure 74 that rear wagon front right pendulum arm is 
significantly activated to rotate counterclockwise with combined passive and active suspension 
system when compared with purely passive suspension system. However, for the rear wagon rear 
right pendulum arm angle which is shown in Figure 74, it also rotates counterclockwise but with 
less amplitude with combined passive and active suspension. And for the pendulum arms on the 
left side, it could be found that the front left one rotates clockwise (shown in Figure 75) while the 
rear left one rotates counterclockwise (shown in Figure 75). The motions of those pendulum 
arms are shown in Figure 76. From the simulation result it could be found that those motions 
reduce pitch and roll dramatically, but would result in the raising of chassis.  

And consider the simulation phase when rear wagon rear right tire contacts the bump, which 
occur around 6.1 s to 8.2 s of simulation. The rear wagon rear right pendulum arm is 
significantly activated (shown in Figure 75) to rotate clockwise with combined passive and 
active suspension system. However, the rear wagon front right pendulum arm also rotates 
clockwise. And for the pendulum arms on the left side, they have the same motion as when rear 
wagon front right tire contacts the bump. The motions of those pendulum arms are shown in 
Figure 77, which can reduce pitch and roll motion, but result in the raising of chassis as before. 
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Figure 74 Forwarder rear wagon front pendulum arms joint angle 
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Figure 75 Forwarder rear wagon rear pendulum arms joint angle 

 

Figure 76 pendulum arms motion when rear wagon front right tire contacts bump 
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Figure 77 pendulum arms motion when rear wagon rear right tire contacts bump 

Therefore, it could be concluded the combined passive and active suspension system proposed in 
section 5.2 and 5.3 could help to reduce pitch and roll motion dramatically. However, possibly 
due to exclusion of both decoupling between different motion control for one pendulum arm and 
decoupling between different pendulum arms, the height control is not satisfied, which requires 
further development.  
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6 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

In this chapter, the combined passive and active suspension system proposed in chapter 5 is 
implemented in the integrated forwarder simulation model tested in chapter 4, and the results 
with purely passive suspension system against combined passive and active suspension system 
are presented and analyzed in this chapter.  

6.1 Comparison with Different Suspension System 
In the simulation, six degrees of motions (longitudinal, vertical and lateral displacement, pitch, 
roll and yaw motion) are measured at each chassis CoG point to evaluate the performance of the 
combined passive and active suspension system.  

 

Figure 78 Integrated forwarder simulation model longitudinal speed 
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Longitudinal velocity and displacement for front and rear wagon are shown in Figure 78 and 
Figure 79 respectively, and it is quite similar with purely passive suspension system or combined 
passive and active suspension system, except some little variance in oscillation.  

 

Figure 79 Integrated forwarder simulation model longitudinal displacement 
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Vertical displacement for front wagon and rear wagon is shown in Figure 80. It could be found 
that the height control of the combined passive and active suspension system is not effective, 
since the vertical displacement with or without active part are quite similar to each other, 
indicating that the height control piece is taken away by the rest control. As pointed out in 
section 5.4 that some decoupling work and possibly a more powerful compensation strategy are 
required to make height control perform better.  

 

Figure 80 Integrated forwarder simulation model vertical displacement 
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Lateral displacement for front and rear wagon is shown in Figure 81. It could be found that due 
to the additional active part of the suspension, the lateral displacement is reduced with fewer 
oscillations and less peak values. However it could be found around 2s of simulation when front 
wagon right tire contacts the right path bump, the displacement for both wagons with combined 
passive and active suspension switches direction rather than be reduced when compared with 
those with purely passive suspension system, and similar phenomena happen around 10s of 
simulation when 2 rear wagon tires contact bumps simultaneously. 

 

Figure 81 Integrated forwarder simulation model lateral displacement 
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Pitch angel for front and rear wagon are shown in Figure 82. It could be found the rear wagon 
pitch motion is reduced significantly due to the active part of the suspension system but more 
oscillations appear, while the front wagon pitch motion is quite similar with purely passive 
suspension system. For front wagon pitch motion, the pulse occurs around 6s of simulation 
becomes less significant with combined passive and active suspension system however the pulse 
occurs around 10s of simulation becomes more significant, and the pulse takes place around 
13.2s switches direction. The reason might be that there are only two pendulum arms in front 
wagon, makes it difficult to reduce pitch motion.  

 

Figure 82 Integrated forwarder simulation model pitch angle 
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Front and rear wagon roll angle are shown in Figure 83.  It could be found that rear wagon roll 
motion is dramatically reduced with combined passive and active suspension system. And for 
front wagon, some significant peak values are lessened, for example the pulse occur around 6s 
and 8s of simulation. However, similar to the lateral displacement shown in Figure 81 that some 
pulses switch direction with less significant values, for example the pulses occur around 2s, 10s 
and 13.8s of simulation. 

 

Figure 83 Integrated forwarder simulation model roll angle 
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Yaw angle for front wagon and rear wagon is shown in Figure 84. It could be found that rear 
wagon hardly has any yaw motion and it is reduced a little bit for front wagon with combined 
passive and active motion. And it is also very pleasant that the unstable yaw motion both for 
front and rear wagon with only purely passive suspension system at the end of simulation 
disappear when the active part of the suspension system is implemented. 

 

Figure 84 Integrated forwarder simulation model yaw angle 
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6.2 Analysis 
The 6 degrees of vibrations of the integrated forwarder simulation model with purely passive 
suspension system and combined passive and active are further evaluated using weighted RMS 
value as presented in section 4.3. The results are shown in Table 3, Table 5 and Table 5 
respectively. The comparisons are shown in Figure 85, Figure 86, and Figure 87 respectively. 

Table 3 Pitch, roll and yaw motion weighted RMS values 

  Pitch ( / ) Roll ( / ) Yaw ( / ) 
Front  

Wagon 
Purely Passive 0.9789 2.2403 0.1203 

Combined  1.4770 0.9375 0.0542 
Rear 

Wagon 
Purely Passive 0.7176 2.2718 0.0839 

Combined 0.7907 0.6652 0.0008 

 

Table 4 Longitudinal, vertical and lateral vibration weighted RMS values 

  Longitudinal ( / ) Vertical ( / ) Lateral ( / ) 
Front  

Wagon 
Purely Passive 0.7657 0.9101 0.3102 

Combined 0.8058 1.1675 0.1167 
Rear 

Wagon 
Purely Passive 0.7488 1.2626 0.2147 

Combined 0.7741 1.1465 0.0644 

 

Table 5 RMS reduction effective(%) with combined passive and active suspension system 

 Pitch Roll Yaw Longitudinal Vertical Lateral 
Front Wagon -50.8867 58.1532 54.9708 -5.2348 -28.2889 62.3574 
RearWagon -10.1948 70.7182 98.9993 -3.3681 9.9169 69.9872 

It could be found that both for front and rear wagon, lateral vibration and roll and yaw motion 
are dramatically reduced due to the additional active part of suspension.  

However, the combined passive and active suspension system would deteriorate pitch motion for 
both wagons. It is shown in Figure 82 that with the combined passive and active suspension 
system, the pitch angle for front wagon remains quite similar and for rear wagon the magnitude 
is reduced but more oscillation appears.  

For vertical vibration, possibly due to the height control of the combined passive and active 
suspension system is not effective and both wagons influence each other, the weighted RMS 
value for rear wagon is reduced but is increased for front wagon.  

For longitudinal vibration of both wagons, the weighted RMS values are quite similar for both 
wagons with purely passive or combined passive and active suspension system, which indicates 
that the latter one is not so sensitive to reduce longitudinal vibration. 

Therefore, combined passive and active suspension system shall be further developed to reduce 
vibration in longitudinal and pitch motion for both wagons, and its height control performance 
shall be improved as well.  
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Figure 85 Front wagon weighted RMS value 

 

Figure 86 Rear wagon weighted RMS value 

 

Figure 87 RMS reduction effective(%) with combined passive and active suspension system 
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6.3 Modularization 
In order to show the modularization, a new mechanical layout (shown in Figure 88) of the 
integrated forwarder simulation model is shown in this section. In the new layout, the pendulum 
arms for front wagon are changed to both point forward, and the joint between front and rear 
wagon are changed to rotate around vertical direction only which is more according to the real 
case.  

 

Figure 88 Forwarder with new mechanical layout 

After configuration simulation which let the chassis fall down to be supported by passive joint 
spring and damper, the upper body of the forwarder model with new mechanical layout tilts a 
little bit due to it is asymmetric for front wagon.  

In order to run the forwarder model on the test track, the same technique discussed in section 3.4 
is implemented to skip the falling down motion by setting the joint steady state angle to each 
revolute joint between chassis and pendulum respectively. However, some unstable initial 
dynamic appears in the very beginning of the simulation (shown in Figure 89), that the forwarder 
would jump up a little bit and then move forward smoothly. And due to this unstable initial 
dynamic which involves a significant change in forwarder’s pitch angle and height, only the 
active roll control could be added to the model for reducing roll motion.  

 

Figure 89 Unstable initial dynamics 

The intension of performing the simulation with a new mechanical layout is to show that there it 
is very straightforward to change the mechanical layout, i.e. direction of pendulum arms or type 
of the joint connecting front and rear wagon, however in order to make it work properly and 
stably, some additional work shall be involved.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Revolute joint around 
vertical direction All forward 
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7 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The conclusions of this master thesis work are drawn in section 7.1, and some recommendations 
are also proposed in section 7.2 if some extended work is supposed to be performed based on 
this master thesis work.  

7.1 Conclusions 
In the first stage of this master thesis work, an integrated forwarder simulation model based on 
the concept of using pendulum arm to connect chassis and tire rather than common bogies is 
developed in MATLAB/SimMechanics, which contains a simplified forwarder model that 
involves basic structural components, the Tire-Terrain-Interaction model, and a test track model.  

Then, a basic propulsion torque control is applied to the integrated model and simulation results 
are analyzed proving that the model could show the forwarder dynamic properties when is driven 
on uneven roads.  

For the next step, the original purely passive suspension system is replaced with a combined 
passive and active suspension system for reducing undesired dynamics. The results show that the 
combined passive and active suspension system could reduce some undesired dynamics. 
However some future work still needs to be taken for better performance. 

Regarding previous master thesis work host by Skogforsk that focus on modeling and control of  
forwarder dynamics, some models are developed using ADAMS and MATLAB/Simulink multi-
simulation (Jaoquin Baes, 2008) and others which are developed in MATLAB/SimMechanics 
are mainly focus on limited one degree of motion (Cheng Cheng, 2011), so it provides some new 
direction with the integrated forwarder simulation model developed in this master thesis could 
simulate six degrees of motions using MATLAB/SimMechanics. 

The conclusions in this master thesis work are drawn as following: 

 It is possible to develop an integrated forwarder simulation model with respect to reality in 
MATLAB/SimMechanics software to simulate its dynamic properties when is driven on 
uneven tracks. 

In this master thesis work, an integrated simulation forwarder 3D model is developed in 
MATLAB/SimMechanics, which could be a development tool for some further research in 
this area.  

Considering the software used in this master thesis work which is MATLAB/SimMechanics, 
when compared with other mechanical dynamic simulation software like ADAMS, 
MATLAB/SimMechanics doesn’t need that much different parameters to start the 
simulation, so it turns out to be a useful way of testing design principles. And after this, a 
more precise ADAMS model shall be developed for more accuracy simulation.  

 It is straightforward to add more functionality to the existed simulation model, and to 
investigate a differently configured model. 

As shown in chapter 5, after the integrated forwarder simulation is tested, the combined 
active and passive suspension system is proposed and implemented into the model to check 
performance. And in section 6.3, a forwarder with new mechanical layout is shown. 
However, in order to make the extended or changed model work properly, some additional 
work shall be performed.  

 Tire-Terrain-Interaction is significantly important to model forwarder dynamic properties.  
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In this master thesis work, the contact between tire and terrain is modeled as parallel linear 
spring and damper, and tire’s multi-contact with at most two planes is considered in order 
for more accuracy. However, it is still spot contact rather than line or area contact between 
tire and terrain.  

 The combined passive and active suspension could help to reduce undesired motions to 
some extent. 

The weighted RMS analysis performed in section 6.2 points out that the proposed combined 
passive and active suspension system could help to reduce some undesired dynamics. 
However for this master thesis work, it is more about to investigate the possibility of 
implementing active control to the model but not the active control itself.  

 The graphical user interface developed in MATLAB/GUI could help to make the model 
more user-friendly and achieve higher modularization level.  

The GUI developed in this master thesis work, which is an integrated environment for 
parameter configuration, model running and plot functionalities, could help to test different 
design concepts.  

7.2 Recommendations 
However, due to the limitations in this master thesis work, there are some recommendations 
proposed below if some extended work is supposed to perform: 

 A more detailed forwarder mechanical model like a CAD model is strongly recommended 
to make the work more practical and effective. 

The forwarder model in this master thesis is only assigned for handling the modeling 
principle like Tire-Terrain-Interaction and combined passive and active suspension system, 
no mechanical validation work against the forwarder model itself is performed.  

And if a detailed forwarder mechanical model could be supplied, it would be more effective 
that one can possibly hundred percent focus on the modeling and control work, rather than 
design a simplified forwarder himself at the very beginning then does the rest.  

 If some more control-oriented work (like active pendulum arm suspension control) is 
supposed to be involved, some detailed design information or data is preferred to make the 
model more realistic and increase correctness.  

For example, mass properties for different components containing mass and inertia, or the 
propulsion torque data for each tire, or hydraulic actuator information could help to make 
the model more realistic, and the control work would be more valuable since the object is 
more realistic. 

 More advanced Tire-Terrain-Interaction model is supposed to be involved for more 
realistic dynamic properties.  

A more accurate Tire-Terrain-Interaction model, which contains nonlinear characteristics or 
replaces the current spot contact between tire and terrain with line or area contact, shall 
promote the accuracy of the integrated forwarder simulation model. 

 Numerical problems in MATLAB/Simulink shall be handled if some data analysis is 
supposed to be performed. 

Due to background calculation gets stuck when MATLAB/SimMechanics model meets 
singularity points, numerical instabilities like unreasonable peak values occur which would 
dramatically deteriorate data analysis. Furthermore, 1-D interpolation is required to perform 
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to regular the measured data with same time interval because of variant step length in 
MATLAB/SimMechanics solver.  

 Regarding the active suspension control, more advanced control strategy and 
compensation strategy for road unevenness are preferred to further improve the control 
performance. 

The performance of the combined passive and active suspension system could be further 
promoted by introducing some decoupling either between pitch, roll and height control for 
one single pendulum arm or between different pendulum arms. Some better compensation 
strategy shall also be preferred.  
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APPENDIX A: MODEL PARAMETERS 

The model parameters of the integrated forwarder simulation model are presented here. Different 
data are stored into different categories in order to keep a structural way. There are 8 structures 
for parameters, which are “ChasFront”, “ChasRear”, “frame”, “link”, “tire”, “road”, “torque”, 
“control” and “hydraulic” respectively.  

 Front Chassis 

 

Figure A1 Front chassis sketch (mm) 

% Front chassis 
chasFront.mass = 3046.834;%kg 
chasRear.inertia = [634836770.143 0 0;0 1.0791350563516e10 0;0 0 
1.0410575862366e10]*1e-6; %kg*m^2 
chasFront.length = 2250;%mm 
chasFront.width = 1000; %mm 
chasFront.height = 500; %mm 
chasFront.joint_length = 1000; %mm 
chasFront.joint_height = 250; %mm 

 Rear Chassis 

 

Figure A2 Rear chassis sketch (mm) 

 

% Rear chassis 
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chasRear.mass = 6093.669; %kg 
chasFront.inertia = [317418385.072  0 0;0 1540094166.322 0;0 0 
1349706815.747]*1e-6; %kg*m^2 
chasRear.length = 4500;%mm 
chasRear.width = 1000; %mm 
chasRear.height = 500; %mm 
chasRear.joint_length = 1500; %mm 
chasRear.joint_height = 250; %mm 

 Frame 

 

Figure A3 Connecting frame sketch (left – front frame, right – rear frame)  (mm) 

%% Frame 
frame.height = 50;%mm 
frame.width = 50;%mm 
frame.rear.mass = 1.355*1e-6;%kg 
frame.rear.inertia = [564.583  0 0;0 4798.958  0;0  0 4798.958]*1e-12;%kg*m^2 
frame.rear.length = 200;%mm 
frame.front.mass = 0.678*1e-6;%kg 
frame.front.inertia = [282.292  0 0;0 705.729  0;0  0 705.729]*1e-12;%kg*m^2 
frame.front.length = 100;%mm 

 Pendulum Arm 

 

Figure A4 Pendulum arm sketch (mm) 

%% linkage 
link.mass = 69.540;% kg 
link.inertia = [4650062  0 0;0 116762  0;0  0 4649199]*1e-6;%kg*m^2 
link.length = 100;%mm 
link.width = 100;%mm 
link.height = 900;%mm 
link.joint_length = 50;%mm 
link.joint_height = 50;%mm 
link.spring = 5*1e4; %N*m/rad 
link.damper = 2*sqrt(chasRear.mass*link.spring);%N*m*s/rad   
link.initial = 11.7140; %degree 
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  Tire 

%% tire 
tire.radius = 670;%mm 
tire.stiffness = 1370e+3;%N/m 
tire.damping= 68.5e+3;%Ns/m 
tire.mass = 298.3425;%kg 
tire.inertia = [37.3661 0 0;0 37.3661 0;0 0 54.74423];%kg*m^2 

  Road 

%% road 
road.stiffness = 1370e+3;%N/m 
road.damping = 68.5e+3;%Ns/m 
road.mu = 0.25;%static coefficient 
road.muR = 0.02;%rolling coefficient 

 Propulsion Torque 

%% power 
torque.front = 6500;%Nm 
torque.rear = 4500;%Nm 
torque.frontStatic = 3000;%Nm 
torque.rearStatic = 3000;%Nm 

 Control 

%% control 
control.speedRef = 0.8; 
control.speed_P = 1e4; 
control.speed_I = 2.8e4; 
control.pitch_P = 1e7; 
control.pitch_D = 1e1; 
control.pitch_N = 1e2; 
control.roll_P = 2e7; 
control.roll_D = 1e3; 
control.roll_N = 1e2; 
control.height_P = 1e5; 
control.height_D = 1e3; 
control.height_I = 1e3; 
control.height_N = 1e2; 
control.heightRef = 1.1; 
control.hydra_P = 2.78363889533824e-006; 
control.hydra_I = 2.44582740630301e-007; 
control.hydra_D = -1.31123528190601e-007; 
control.hydra_N = 21.2291335792304; 

 Hydraulic 

%% Hydraulic 
hydra.Ap = 4.15e-4; %m^2 
hydra.Kv = 0.01335; %m/A 
hydra.Kq = 0.914;   %m^2/s  
hydra.Ps = 150e5;   %Pa 
hydra.D_max = 6.3662e-6;%m^3/rad 
hydra.Xp_max = 1.42e-2; %m 
hydra.Jt = 1.2;%kgm^2 
hydra.Jl = link.inertia(3,3)*1e-6 + link.mass*((link.height/2 - 
link.joint_height)*1e-3)^2 + tire.inertia(3,3) + tire.mass * ((link.height - 
2*link.joint_height)*1e-3)^2;%kgm^2,inertia from load side for motor 
hydra.B = 0.028;%Nms/rad 
hydra.gearRatio = 20; 
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APPENDIX B: GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE 

The final graphical user interface developed in this master thesis work contains three part. The 
first part is the parameter input text boxes regarding different units indicating with different 
colors. The second part consists of 2 buttons, which are the “configure parameter” button and the 
“configure model” button. The third part of the GUI are the “run passive suspension model and 
plot” button and the “run active suspension model and plot” button which run the integrated 
forwarder simulation model with purely passive suspension system or combined passive and 
active suspension system respectively and plot interested variables. 

 

Figure B1 Graphical user interface layout 

Consider the first input text box “Contact Stiffness” in “Test Track” unit as an example, the 
following sample code in the “Configure Parameter” button’s callback function shows how the 
input data are assigned to MATLAB workspace. 

assignin('base','valueTemp',str2double(get(handles.contactStiffness,'String')
));%assign the input text box data to a temporary variable in MATLAB 
workspace 
evalin('base', 'road.stiffness = valueTemp;');%assign the temorary varable's 
data into road.stiffness variable 

The “Configure Model” button’s callback function which configure the model and obtain the 
steady value of the revolute joint between chassis and pendulum arm and the steady height front 
ground to chassis are shown as following. 

open('verif_basic_wholeForwarder.mdl');%open configuration model 
sim('verif_basic_wholeForwarder.mdl');%start simulation 
assignin('base','valueTemp',rearWagonFrontRight(length(rearWagonFrontRight),2
));%assign joint angle steady value 
evalin('base', 'link.initial = valueTemp;'); 
assignin('base','valueTemp',initial_height(length(initial_height),2));%assign 
chassis height steady value 
evalin('base', 'control.heightRef = valueTemp;'); 

Regarding the rest two buttons, their callback functions are quite similar to each other, consider 
the “run passive suspension model and plot” button, some sample codes are shown as following. 

open('wholeForwarder_bump_different_speedCtrl.mdl') 
sim('wholeForwarder_bump_different_speedCtrl.mdl') 
% Figure 1 
figure(1) 
subplot(3,1,1); 
plot(rearWagonVelo_x(:,1),rearWagonVelo_x(:,2)); 
title('Rear Chassis Velo-longitudinal (m/s)')  
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APPENDIX C: DATA PROCESS 

The data process file sets the interpolation frequency, low pass cut off frequency, defines the 
Butterworth filter and the simulation time duration. 

%% Filter 
Fs = 2000;%interpolation frequency 
fNorm = 10/(Fs/2); 
[b,a] = butter(2,fNorm,'low');%low pass filter 
time = 0:1/Fs:16;%simulation time duration 

And the following functions calculate the weighted RMS value. 

function [y] = calculate_rms_angle(x,time,b,a,Fs) 
x(:,2) = x(:,2)/180*pi; 
x_new = interp1(x(:,1),x,time);  
Fx = filter(b,a,x_new); 
time_difference=diff(Fx(:,1)); 
angle_speed=diff(Fx(:,2))./time_difference; 
angle_speed=[0;angle_speed]; 
x_acc=diff(angle_speed)./time_difference; 
y = 
sqrt(sum(x_acc(100:32000).^2.*time_difference(100:32000))/(16*31900/32000)); 
end 

 

function [y] = calculate_rms_xz(x,time,b,a,Fs) 
x_new = interp1(x(:,1),x,time);  
Fx = filter(b,a,x_new); 
time_difference=diff(Fx(:,1)); 
speed=diff(Fx(:,2))./time_difference; 
speed=[0;speed]; 
x_acc=diff(speed)./time_difference; 
y = 
sqrt(sum(x_acc(100:32000).^2.*time_difference(100:32000))/(16*31900/32000)); 
end 

 
function [y] = calculate_rms_y(x,time,b,a,Fs) 
x(:,2) = x(:,2)-1.1091; 
x_new = interp1(x(:,1),x,time);  
Fx = filter(b,a,x_new); 
time_difference=diff(Fx(:,1)); 
speed=diff(Fx(:,2))./time_difference; 
speed=[0;speed]; 
x_acc=diff(speed)./time_difference; 
y = 
sqrt(sum(x_acc(100:32000).^2.*time_difference(100:32000))/(16*31900/32000)); 
end 
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